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In many applications it is neither possible nor
desirable to install speed sensors from the standpoints
of cost, size, noise immunity and reliability of the
induction motor drive. So, the development of shaft
sensorless adjustable speed drive has become an

ABSTRACT : This paper presents the rotor flux and speed
estimation of induction motor using a novel technique. The
induction motor model in rotor reference frame is considered.
Controllers used for sensor less control of the drive. The
estimation technique works well and the sensor less speed control
scheme can achieve fast transient response as good as that of the
induction motor with sensors and at the same time maintain a
wide speed control range.

9, 10

important research topic
. There are two major
concerns in the sensorless
speed control of induction motor drive. One is the
control scheme, and other one is the estimation by
using speed and flux estimator. Both are highly
dependent on the motor parameters.

Keywords:
Induction motor,rotor reference frame, sensorlesscontrol,flux
estimation, speed estimation.

1.INTRODUCTION
Induction motors are used in variable speed drive
applications with the development of vector control
technology.

2.INDUCTION MOTOR MODEL
From the voltage equations of the induction motor in
the arbitrary rotating d-q reference frame, the state
space model with stator current and rotor flux
components as state variables is:

Induction motors are increasingly used in variable
speed drive applications with the development of
vector control technology1, 2. There are two forms of
vector or field oriented control: direct field
orientation, which relies on direct measurement or
estimation of the rotor flux, and indirect field
orientation, which utilizes an inherent slip relation.
Though indirect field orientation essentially uses the
command (reference) rotor flux, some recent works
using the actual rotor flux are reported to achieve
perfect decoupling.
The implementation of direct field orientation via
airgap flux measurement has typically been plagued
by the complexities and lack of mechanical
robustness associated with intrusive sensors located
within machine airgap. Furthermore, a correction is
required for the rotor leakage flux if rotor flux field
orientation is to be achieved. Estimation rather than
measurement of the rotor flux is an alternative
approach for both direct and indirect field orientation
that has received considerable attention3-8. In many
popular implementations of field oriented induction
machine drives, rotor flux is estimated from the
terminal variables such as stator voltage and current,
and rotor speed.
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The torque developed by the motor is:
P= number of pole pairs.
………(2)
where, torque constant,
3

/2

The speed dynamics of the motor is given as:
/
………….(3)
Equations (1) and (3) describe the fifth order state
model of the induction motor. In the motor model
described by eqns. (1-3), nonlinearities and

The task of rotor flux estimation may also be
expected to arise in other approaches to control and
monitoring of induction machines.
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interaction exist. The conditions required for
decoupling control of the motor are:

..(12)
..(13)

0;
0
……………(4)

where,
T

From (1), decoupling is obtained, when

1 0

T

1 0
The state space model of the mechanical subsystem
is:

,
……………………(5)

The nonlinearities in the overall system are
eliminated by using input-output linearizing control

…(14)

8

….(15)

approach . This approach consists of change of
coordinates and use of nonlinear inputs to linearize
the system equations. Developed torque, T is

T

e

1 0

considered as a statevariable, replacing i to describe

T

1 0

qs

the motor dynamics. Nonlinear control inputs u and
8

0

1

The rotor flux is estimated by applying the Kalman
Filter to discrete time form of eqns. (12-13). The
motor speed drψrω is estimated by applying the same
algorithm to discrete time form of eqns. (14-15). The
Kalman’s algorithm for state estimation in linear
systems is explained in the next section.

u are used to linearize the motor equations . The
2

input voltages, v and v to the motor in terms of u
and u are:

ds

qs

T

1

2

…………….(6)

3.P-I CONTROLLERS FOR SPEED AND
CURRENT
One P-I controller is used for the flux, or flux
component of current as it is adequate for good
dynamic response. One P-I controller is used for
the speed control, and another for the torque, or
torque component of current. The reason for
using two P-I controllers (one for speed and the
other for torque) in a nested fashion is the
significant difference in the time constants of the
speed and current, or the electromagnetic torque.
The design procedure for these P-I controllers
are detailed8. The gains are:

………….(7)
The induction motor system with these new inputs, is
decoupled into two linear subsystems: electrical, and
mechanical. The electrical subsystem is described by
eqns. (8-9).
..(8)
…(9)
The mechanical subsystem is described by torque and
speed dynamic eqns. (10-11).

Kpd = 151.24, Kid = 43640, Kpw = 0.26, Kiw =
1.98, Kpq = 100, Kiq = 29877.

…(10)
/ ..(11)
The state space model of the electrical subsystem is:
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g1:MATLAB/Simu
ulink model for F
Flux and speed esttimation of Inducttion motor

The simulation sttudy of the syystem has beeen
carriied out with ann induction motor whose ratinng
and parameters
p
aree given in Tablee 1.

4.FLUX AND
A
SPEED ESTIMATOR
E
R
The flux an
nd speed is esttimated by usinng estimator inn
which a technique
t
has been developped with rotorr
reference model of ind
duction motorr .The currentt
measuremeents are requirred for both estimation
e
andd
control purposes.But voltage
v
meassurements aree
c
purpoose. Measuredd
consideredd only for control
estimation and controol purposes. But, voltagee
n only for coontrol purpose.
measuremeents are taken
Measured currents are trransformed froom 3-phase too
rotating d-qq reference fraame components, i and i .
ds

Tablle – 1 Ratinng and Param
meters of thhe
Induction Mottor Three phasee, 50 Hz, 0.75
kW, 220V, 3A, 14440 rpm
Statoor and rotor reesistances: Rs = 6.37 Ω, Rr =
4.3 Ω
Statoor and rotor seelf inductances: Ls = Lr = 0.26
H
Mutuual inductancee between statoor and rotor: Lm
= 0.224 H
Mom
ment of Inertiia of motor and load: J =
0.0088 Kg ·m2
Visccous friction ccoefficient: β = 0.003 N ·m
m
·s/rad
d

qs

5. RESUL
LTS AND DISC
CUSSIONS
6.SIMULA
ATION RESU
ULTS
The out puut wave forms of
o rotor flux annd speed are
mainly obsserved as show
w in fig2&3 andd also the
results of electromagnetic
e
c torque slip sppeed and
voltage aree obtained by considering
c
thee rotor
reference frame
f
model off induction motor.

Fig3.Rottor Flux
Fig2. Roto
or Speed
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7. CONCLUSION
C
NS
The estimattion of rotor fllux and speed of
uction motor is presentedd by the rottor
indu
refeerence frame m
model equation
ns by using thhe
fluxx and speed esttimator. The dy
ynamic responnse
of sensor
s
less speeed control is as
a fast as that of
the machine withh physical senssors. Sensor leess
speeed control schheme works foor a wide speeed
con
ntrol range.
Fig4.Slipp Speed
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p
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